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Birds are islands for parasites
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Understanding the mechanisms driving the extraordinary diversification of parasites is a major challenge in evolutionary biology. Co-speciation, one proposed mechanism that could contribute to this diversity is hypothesized to result from allopatric co-divergence of host–parasite populations. We found that island populations of the Galápagos hawk (Buteo galapagoensis) and a parasitic feather louse species (Degeeriella regalis) exhibit patterns of co-divergence across variable temporal and spatial scales. Hawks and lice showed nearly identical population genetic structure across the Galápagos Islands. Hawk population genetic structure is explained by isolation by distance among islands. Louse population structure is best explained by hawk population structure, rather than isolation by distance per se, suggesting that lice tightly track the recent population histories of their hosts. Among hawk individuals, louse populations were also highly structured, suggesting that hosts serve as islands for parasites from an evolutionary perspective. Altogether, we found that host and parasite populations may have responded in the same manner to geographical isolation across spatial scales. Allopatric co-divergence is likely one important mechanism driving the diversification of parasites.

1. Introduction

Parasitism is among the most successful life-history strategies [1], but the evolutionary processes responsible for parasite diversification remain the subject of debate [2]. Co-speciation (a process in which hosts and parasites undergo synchronous speciation) is thought to be an important mechanism driving parasite diversification [3,4]. This process is inferred when independent phylogenetic trees of host and parasite species exhibit mirror-image branching patterns (Farhenholz’s rule) [4–6] and is hypothesized to result from allopatric co-divergence of pairs of host–parasite populations across the landscape [7].

Evolutionarily congruent histories of hosts and parasites can occur under a variety of conditions, but are most likely when parasites show a high degree of host specificity, vertical transmission, short generation times and small effective population sizes [6,8,9]. Given the high prevalence of these traits, congruent evolutionary histories are common between birds and their chewing lice [10,11]. Thus, bird–lice interactions are attractive systems to test for patterns of allopatric co-divergence. Because of their isolation and simplified faunas, oceanic archipelagoes are useful natural evolutionary laboratories in which to examine allopatric co-divergence of host–parasite pairs.

Here, we studied patterns of allopatric co-divergence among geographical islands and among individual hosts within islands in the Galápagos. The Galápagos hawk (Buteo galapagoensis) lineage diverged from within the Swainson’s hawk (B. swainsoni) lineage ca 125,000 years before present and island populations exhibit strong isolation by distance across the archipelago [12,13]. The feather louse Degeeriella regalis (Ischnocera: Philopteridae), an obligate, host-specialist ectoparasite, is found on the Galápagos and Swainson’s hawks and likely accompanied the ancestor of the Galápagos hawk during
the initial founding event [14,15]. A preliminary analysis suggests that the colonization patterns of hawks and D. regalis among islands are tightly linked [16,17], providing a likely scenario under which co-divergence could occur. Here, we used hawk and louse microsatellite markers to investigate patterns of allopatric co-divergence across multiple scales; first, at the level of geographical island and then at the level of individual hosts.

2. Material and methods

Blood was sampled from Galápagos hawks trapped on the eight major islands within the archipelago on which they nest. To determine population genetic structure of hawks at the level of geographical island, 193 individuals were sampled from all eight island-populations and genotyped at 20 variable microsatellite loci [18,19]. Lice were sampled from a subset of these hawks by dust-ruffling. For comparisons at the level of geographical island, a single louse from each hawk on eight islands (158 lice in total) was genotyped at six polymorphic microsatellite markers [20]. Within the louse dataset, multiple loci were found to have an excess of homozygotes (Wahlund effect) across island populations. To avoid pseudo-replication from using genotypes of multiple lice per hawk, a single louse genotype was haphazardly chosen from each hawk on an island for use in the island-level analysis. Because geographical structure among louse populations found on individual birds was so strong, a single louse representative is likely to serve as a good proxy for population structure comparisons across geographical islands. For comparisons at the level of individual hosts, louse infrapopulations (population of lice on a single host individual) were collected from 19 hawks on two islands (Fernandina and Santiago), which served as source material for replicate tests of the hypothesis that louse infrapopulation structure among hosts is also high. The small size of individual lice (less than 3 mm in length) restricted the amount of extractable DNA and subsequently limited genotyping to six loci. Variation across all microsatellite loci for each species was tested for departures from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium using ARLEQUIN v. 3.5 [21]. Mantel tests, partial-Mantel tests [22] and analysis of molecular variances (AMOVAs) to estimate pairwise F-statistics were also performed using ARLEQUIN v. 3.5. The most likely number of genetically distinct population clusters of hawks and lice was estimated using STRUCTURE v. 2.3.4 [23]. See the electronic supplementary material for additional information.

3. Results

A hierarchical AMOVA and pairwise permutation tests showed that Galápagos hawk populations are highly genetically differentiated among islands (overall $F_{ST} = 0.353$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 1). Even after correcting for false-discovery rate (FDR) [24], all pairwise $F_{ST}$ estimates among islands differed significantly from 0. We found strong support for isolation by distance among hawk populations (Mantel test, $r = 0.59$, $p = 0.003$; figure 2), even after correcting for island size. The optimal estimated number of genetic clusters was $K = 8$, which was determined by the point at which the posterior probabilities plateau for independent runs of $K$ from 6 to 10 (figure 1 also see the electronic supplementary material). Further analysis of the genetic clusters revealed a clear correspondence with the geographical islands on which populations were sampled.

Similarly, D. regalis showed an extraordinarily high degree of population genetic structure among geographical islands. AMOVA and pairwise permutation tests showed that populations of lice on each island were highly differentiated (overall $F_{ST} = 0.429$, $p < 0.0001$). Even after correcting for FDR, all of the pairwise population $F_{ST}$ comparisons differed from 0 except for Santiago and Pinzón ($p = 0.06$). The optimal estimated number of genetic clusters was nearly identical for $K = 7$ and $K = 8$ (figure 1), approximately the same number of islands sampled and the same number of genetic clusters found for the hawks. We also found evidence of geographical isolation by distance for louse populations among islands (Mantel, $r = 0.60$, $p = 0.004$; figure 2). However, hawk population genetic structure (pairwise $F_{ST}$ estimates) explained louse population genetic structure (partial-Mantel, $r = 0.59$, $p = 0.03$; figure 2) better than geographical distance (partial-Mantel, $r = 0.31$, $p = 0.09$).

Louse infrapopulations were genetically differentiated in 93% of pairwise $F_{ST}$ comparisons among host individuals on Fernandina after correcting for FDR ($F_{ST} = 0.183$, $p < 0.0001$; see the electronic supplementary material). On Santiago, 67%
that hawk inter-island movements and histories across the Galápagos Islands. One (co-divergence). Our data may indicate that lice track hawk translation divergence between islands as observed in hawks to find that move independently of their hosts [26]. Thus, we expected geographical distance among islands [25] and lice rarely gene flow among islands [12, 25]. Host dispersal is limited by dispersal barrier for Galápagos hawks, severely restricting Our results support the hypothesis that water acts as a major inter-island population genetic structure for both species.

from Galapagos hawks within the archipelago. colonization—perhaps via other bird species. To date, in strong genetic drift within louse infrapopulations on single birds may contribute to the rapid divergence of louse infra-populations among hosts. As such, we expected that louse infrapopulations would be further structured at the level of individual hosts within a geographical island. Our results suggest that from the perspective of louse infrapopulations, individual birds serve as islands, limiting louse gene flow between bird individuals in a similar manner as that observed among geographical island populations. Such processes of rapid divergence may explain, at least in part, the patterns consistent with allopatric co-divergence we observed for hawks and lice at the level of geographical islands.

Oceanic archipelagoes continue to serve as irreplaceable natural evolutionary laboratories. Remarkably, an ecological interaction at the very top of the relatively simple terrestrial trophic cascade in the Galápagos Islands has provided a context in which to illuminate the potential for co-divergence as one mechanism that contributes to the extraordinary diversification of parasites.
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4. Discussion

Given the intimate ecological association between Galápagos hawks and D. regalis, we expected to find similar degrees of inter-island population genetic structure for both species. Our results support the hypothesis that water acts as a major dispersal barrier for Galápagos hawks, severely restricting gene flow among islands [12, 25]. Host dispersal is limited by geographical distance among islands [25] and lice rarely move independently of their hosts [26]. Thus, we expected to find that D. regalis would show similar patterns of population divergence between islands as observed in hawks (co-divergence). Our data may indicate that lice track hawk movements and histories across the Galápagos Islands. One reasonable biogeographic scenario is that as hawk populations became isolated, so did the louse populations living on those hawks, a process consistent with a model of allopatric co-divergence. However, other explanations cannot be ruled out by our analysis. For example, these same patterns of apparent co-divergence could arise if gene flow among islands was rare for both hawks and lice. Thus, the possibility exists that colonization of the islands by the lice was uncoupled from hawk colonization—perhaps via other bird species. To date, though, this louse species has been documented exclusively from Galapagos hawks within the archipelago.

Similar to the isolation and diversification of populations following establishment on an island, louse infrapopulations may undergo additional isolation events when establishing on new host individuals. Epidemiological evidence indicates that D. regalis is transmitted primarily from parent to offspring host [26]. The number of lice transmitted among hosts is expected to be small. Thus, founder events resulting in strong genetic drift within louse infrapopulations on single birds may contribute to the rapid divergence of louse infra-populations among hosts. As such, we expected that louse infrapopulations would be further structured at the level of individual hosts within a geographical island. Our results suggest that from the perspective of louse infrapopulations, individual birds serve as islands, limiting louse gene flow between bird individuals in a similar manner as that observed among geographical island populations. Such processes of rapid divergence may explain, at least in part, the patterns consistent with allopatric co-divergence we observed for hawks and lice at the level of geographical islands.

Oceanic archipelagoes continue to serve as irreplaceable natural evolutionary laboratories. Remarkably, an ecological interaction at the very top of the relatively simple terrestrial trophic cascade in the Galápagos Islands has provided a context in which to illuminate the potential for co-divergence as one mechanism that contributes to the extraordinary diversification of parasites.
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